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ABSTRACT:

Aim: The main aim of the article is to know about the awareness on prosthodontic treatment planning in patients undergoing radiation therapy.

Background:
Radiation therapy is the most common form of treatment along with surgery and chemotherapy for cancer patients. One of the most common cancer is head and neck cancer. Prosthodontist is involved in the diagnosis, examination, treatment, maintenance of oral function, speech, cosmetics, and health of patients undergoing cancer treatment. Various prosthodontic management methods are used in these patients.

Materials and methods:
A cross-sectional survey was initiated from a randomly chosen population of 100 undergraduate dental students. The survey was conducted online using survey planet online survey tool. The survey instrument used was a pretested questionnaire comprising of 11 questions eliciting responses pertaining to the awareness among dental practitioners on prosthodontic treatment planning in patients under radiation therapy.

Result:
Overall, awareness about prosthodontic treatment planning in patients undergoing radiation therapy is poor among dental students.

Conclusion:
Therefore, communication and education should be improved for dental students about prosthodontic treatment planning on patients undergoing radiation therapy through various educational programmes, workshops and conferences.
This is because patient’s oral function and aesthetics are the prime factor in patients undergoing radiation therapy.

INTRODUCTION:
Quality of life of patients suffering with cancer is highly compromised due the disease itself, post-surgical disability or limitation, ill effects of radiation, and side effects of chemotherapeutic drugs. One of the most common cancer by incidence and one of the common cause of death from cancer worldwide is Head and neck cancer. Head and neck cancers (HNC) are often treated with radiation therapy (RT), a technique that utilise ionising radiation and exerts therapeutic effect by semi-selectively damaging the genetic material of malignant cells, either directly or through the production of free radicals, resulting in cell death. Radiotherapy (RT) is used to treat intra-oral cancers as a primary treatment modality or as an adjuvant treatment pre or post-surgery [1,2]

Patients with head, neck cancer suffer from jaw deviations due to mandibulectomy and maxillectomy in various forms like from total to segmental which ultimately impairs masticatory function, speech, xerostomia due to radiation, nasal reflux due to oronasal fistula, cosmetic disfigurement, and radiation caries. The oral complications of head and neck RT results radiation injury to the salivary glands, oral mucosa and taste buds, oral musculature, alveolar bone, and skin. They are clinically manifested by xerostomia, oral mucositis, dental caries, accelerated periodontal disease, taste loss, oral infection, trismus, and radiation dermatitis [3]. Patients often require rehabilitation for swallowing, mastication, speech, cosmetics to lead happy social life. Prosthodontic rehabilitation requires coordinated integration with a multidisciplinary team. (fig 1)
Members of this team include a surgical oncologist, radiation oncologist, prosthodontist, oral maxillofacial surgeon, speech therapist, otolaryngologist, and social worker to treat and make patients comfortable.[4] An important and critical member of this team is prosthodontist who coordinates with team members in every stage of patients treatment. Prosthodontist is involved in the diagnosis, examination, treatment, maintenance of oral function, speech, cosmetics, and health of patients undergoing cancer treatment.[5] Dental management should begin pre treatment and continue during and after treatment. So, the aim of this research is to know about the awareness among dental students about dental management (pre treatment, during treatment and post treatment) in patient undergoing radiation therapy.

**FIGURE 1**

**FIGURE 2**

**PRE TREATMENT:**

To gather baseline information on the oral health status of patients at the moment of their first consultation, i.e., before RT, the following data should be collected from the patient’s chart: age, gender, ethnicity, tumor site, tumor staging, tumor histology, presence of unrecoverable teeth, presence of residual roots, presence of unerupted teeth, use of dentures, periodontal alterations (crestal bone loss relative to the distance from the apex to a point 2 mm apical to the cemento-enamel junction, determined by radiographic examination), caries, candidiasis (defined as the clinical presence of removable white intraoral plaques or white lesions associated with erythematous lesions), and xerostomia (assessed in a “yes/no” manner). Upon the first visit, patients should be interviewed, clinically examined, and a complete set of oral radiographs should be taken, patients should be educated about oral care instructions by dental hygienists, whereas those who did not have teeth should be instructed on how to clean their mouth with gauze soaked in 0.9% NaCl solution, patients who wore prostheses should be advised to place them overnight in a glass of water, extractions and periodontal surgical procedures should be performed before RT, whenever a minimum interval of 15 days could be respected before initiation of RT, patients should be prescribed sucralfate mouthwash at 10% (four times a day/duration of 10 min; used concomitant with irradiation), and sodium fluoride at 1% was prescribed to dentate patients (nightly mouthwash/duration of 1 min; used concomitant with irradiation), patients should undergo weekly oral examinations and prophylaxis during RT.
DURING TREATMENT:
In this stage, Nontraumatic therapy, such as restorative dentistry and endodontics, was performed during RT. The information on mucositis, candidiasis, and xerostomia should be gathered from the patients’ charts.

AFTER RADIOTHERAPY:
Patients continued to be followed up after the end of RT, with the minimum post-RT period for inclusion into this stage of the study being 3 months. The frequency of followup visits after RT varied from patient to patient, according to oral health status upon completion of RT. Mucositis, candidiasis, xerostomia, radiation caries, and osteoradionecrosis information should be gathered from the charts. Prosthodontic therapy was postponed until the end of RT. [6,7].

MATERIALS AND METHODS:
A cross sectional survey was initiated from a randomly chosen population of 100 undergraduate dental students. A simple random sampling technique was used to identify the samples. Inform consent was obtained from the participants and confidentiality of the records were ensured. The survey was conducted online using survey planet online survey tool. The survey instrument used was a pretested questionnaire comprising of 9 questions eliciting responses pertaining to the awareness among dental practitioners on prosthodontic treatment planning in patients under radiation therapy. The students were asked to fill the survey and results were calculated.

Questionnaire:
1. Are you aware that prosthodontic rehabilitation is unfavourable and challengeable in patients taking radiation therapy?
2. Are you aware about the effect of radiation therapy in teeth?
3. Are you aware about the prosthodontic management of patients undergoing radiation treatment?
4. Are you aware about the precautions to be taken during placement of implant on patients undergoing radiation therapy?
5. Are you aware about the use of tissue conditioners and soft liners in the prosthodontic management of patients undergoing radiation therapy?
6. Are you aware about sialogogues or any artificial saliva inducing agents used in the management of patients undergoing radiation therapy?
7. Are you aware of specific oral hygiene measures in patients undergoing radiation therapy?
8. Are you aware about denture hygiene in these kind of patients?
9. Are you aware about the advances in the prosthodontic management of patients undergoing radiation therapy?

RESULTS:
The results were calculated using a online survey tool and was presented in a form of pie chart for each question. When it comes to Overall result, the awareness was less about prosthodontic treatment planning in patients undergoing radiation therapy among dental students.
3. ARE YOU AWARE ABOUT THE PROSTHODONTIC MANAGEMENT IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING RADIATION THERAPY? (TREATMENT PLANNING)

- Implant
- TPD
- Obturator

4. ARE YOU AWARE ABOUT THE PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN DURING PLACEMENT OF IMPLANT ON PATIENTS UNDERGOING RADIATION THERAPY?

- Hyperbaric oxygen therapy
- Tooth mousse

5. ARE YOU AWARE ABOUT THE USE OF TISSUE CONDITIONERS AND SOFT LINERS IN THE PROSTHODONTIC MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS UNDERGOING RADIATION THERAPY?

- Yes
- No
6. ARE YOU AWARE ABOUT SIALOGOGUES OR ANY ARTIFICIAL SALIVA INDUCING AGENTS USED IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS UNDERGOING RADIATION THERAPY?

7. ARE YOU AWARE OF SPECIFIC ORAL HYGIENE MEASURES IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING RADIATION THERAPY?

8. ARE YOU AWARE ABOUT DENTURE HYGIENE IN THESE KIND OF PATIENTS?
DISCUSSION:
The dentist caring for a head and neck cancer patient should have clearly defined goals of dental management during the three phases of treatment:

1. Pretreatment goals
   a. eliminate potential sources of infection; b. counsel patient about short- and long-term complications of cancer therapy; c. provide preventive care.
2. Goals during cancer therapy
   a. provide supportive care for oral mucositis; b. provide treatment of oral candidiasis; c. manage xerostomia; d. prevent trismus.
3. Long-term, post-treatment goals
   a. manage xerostomia; b. prevent and minimize trismus; c. prevent and treat dental caries; d. prevent postradiation osteonecrosis (ORN); e. detect tumor recurrence.

Role of a prosthodontist as a member of the multidisciplinary team:
Patients who have had surgery will often require prosthodontic rehabilitation to improve the mastication, speech, swallowing and to improve their QOL and reintegrate into society. Prosthodontic rehabilitation of such patients is rather challenging and requires coordinated integration within a multidisciplinary team.[8-10] Members of the team often include an oral-maxillofacial surgeon, radiologist, oncologist, neurosurgeon, otolaryngologist, prosthodontist, speech therapist and social worker amongst others to treat the individual patients’ physical, social-psychological and spiritual problems. As a critical member of the team, the maxillofacial prosthodontist coordinates the efforts in many facets of the patient’s rehabilitation care. The prosthodontist is involved in diagnostic examination, restoration, maintenance of oral functions, comfort, esthetics and health of patients who are undergoing surgery, chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy for head and neck cancer. Care should be patient-centered and patient-directed.

According to the survey, when the students were questioned about the prosthodontic treatment planning for radiotherapy patients, only 38% were aware and 62% were unaware.

As mentioned above, pre-treatment management should be done along with some pre-cautions when placing implants or when doing any surgical procedures among radiotherapy patients. The precautions might be antibiotic prophylaxis, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, tooth mousse.

Hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) treatment has been used to improve or cure disorders involving hypoxia and ischemia, by enhancing the amount of dissolved oxygen in the plasma and thereby increasing O2 delivery to the tissue. HBO treatment enhances the amount of dissolved oxygen in the plasma, thereby increasing O2 tissue delivery independent of hemoglobin [11]. As in normal tissue, the pO2 in cancer tissue increases significantly during HBO exposure [12]. Thus, elevation of the tumor oxygen pressure has been shown to be preserved clinically for approximately 30 min after HBO exposure [13,14].

Radiotherapy and mouth:
90% of the participants were aware about the effect of radiation therapy on teeth but they were not aware about the treatment done to reduce the effects.

Radiotherapy can affect white blood cells, skin cells and the lining of your mouth. Dry mouth, mucositis, loss of taste are few radiotherapy effects.

Dry mouth: saliva lubricates mouth and assists speech. A decrease in salivary flow will interfere with denture retention since the saliva contributes to adhesion, cohesion, interfacial surface tension and capillarity. Difficulty in mastication and deglutition. The denture use should be limited to short periods. Restrict the diet to nutritious moist food that are soft or liquid. Salivalogues, soft liners and tissue conditioners can be used. Silicone liners have been suggested in order to reduce the injury to the tissues. But, they cause reduction of wettability of tissues which leads to increased drag, as the slidding of denture
Taste often recovers once cancering. Microvascular free flap tissue transfers, bone grafting, cancer. J1.


CONCLUSION:
Overall, awareness about prosthetic treatment planning in patients undergoing radiation therapy is poor among dental students. Therefore, communication and education should be improved for dental students about prosthetic treatment planning on patients undergoing radiation therapy through various educational programmes, workshops and conferences.
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